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ABSTRACTS OF CONVENTION PAPERS

A TYPOLOGY OF FIUPINO PEASANTS IN THE 19808
ANTONIO J. LEDESMA. S.J.and LUZVIMINDA B. CORNISTA

The paper presentJ two SetB of lIariables (farm size-farm technology, and land/labor tenurelind
access to public seTllices) as a way of defining the pellsantry. Based on these lIariables the paper
sketches a typology of the FiliPino pellSQnt today and concludes with the manner in which
del/elopment Issues affect FlUpIno pell8Qnt&

THE PHIliPPINE PEASANTRY OF THE EARLY COLONIAL PERIOD
CAROLYN L SOBRITCHEA

The paperdescribes propertyrelations and the land tenure system in pre-colonlDl Philippines and
during the first 200 yellrs ofSpanish colonIDI rule. Theoppresdlle tenurlDl system undera feudalmode
of production engendered sJuup clilss differences which has initlDlly remained unchanged through the
restof the colonial and the post colonial period.

MONOPOLY EXPANSION IN PHILIPPINE AGRICULTURE
RENE Eo OFRENEO

The paper demonstrates how the promotion of neocolonial agrloindustrialization Is bringing the
PhQlpplnes closer to the global CQpltallst economy by a source ofa stelldy supplyofrawmaterials by
the opening up of new market for industrial goods, the exploitation of ch.eap labor and chellp
resources and seTIIlng as a rich inllestment area. The modernization andindustrialization ofPhilippine
agriculture, however, does not help to meet the basic needs of the Filipino people. Rather it Isa
del/elopment dependent on foreign monopoly capital and seeks the satisfaction of locol and
multinational agribudness profit requirements. To the majorityof the rural masses, this CQn only melln
continuing povertyandunderdevetopment;

PHIUPPINE RURAL DEVELOPMENT:
CORPORATE FARMING OR LAND REFORM?

EDUARDO C. TADEM

The paper assesses the gollernment's corporate farming program and finds sel/eral {lIlws, among
them: (1) that the program runs counter to the redistributille concept behind the existingagrarian
reform program, (2) that corporate farms havesometimes caused dislocation of established farming
communities, (3) that corporate farms are lilborodlsplilcing, and (4) that corporate farms undermine
the position of existing peasant programs, The paper urges a total rei/lew of the program, and
recommends a peasant-centered, ratherthana corporate-centered approach.
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PHILIPPINE'SOCIOLOGICAL REVIEW' •

SOME NOTES ON THE MASAGANA 99 PROGRAM AND
SMALL FARMER ACCESS TO CREDIT

. EMMANUEL ESGUERRA

The paper focuses on the accessibility of credit to small fannen as a perfonnance indicator of
the Masagana 99 program. Its main argument is that the logic of profit maximization dietata that
credit agencies are generally adverse to high risk lending. It is this attitude toward risk. which makes
access to institutional credit difficult for the majority of small fannen, ~~n with the existence of a
specitzl credit program of the Masagana 99; More than this, however, it is the prevailing structures
of property relationsbased on the monopoly of land and the socitzl and institutional arrangements
that it nurtures which are responsible for, the small fannen' low income - making,them "poor
credit risks" _. and thus reducing their chances of being able to benefit to any' substantitzldegree
from the Masagana 99 credit program.

SURVIVAL, INTERDEPENDENCE ANDCOMPETITION
AMONG THEPHILIPPINE RURAL POOR

GEOR~E CARNER

Poverty is an elusive concept, but it is possible to identify who the poor are and the CtlUses of their
poverty in terms that, while representing only an approximation, are nonetheless revealing, In the
Philippines one can distinguish three broad groupings as the most disadvantaged and significant:
landlessagricultural workers, upland fanners and sustenancefrshermen. Their survivalstrategiesreveal
significant differences and'disparities in the socioeconomic outcomes. Despite their reflOUTcefulne88 in
managing limited productive assets and exploiting available opportunities, their survival efforts are
seriously· undermined by a vicious cycle of population pressures, e1Jvironmental decline, and the
growth cycle itsel/. These cycles must be broken through appropriate policies and specific targetting of
programson the needsof these poor groups, if their livelihoods are to improve,

CORRELATES OF HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS' SCORES, .
ON THE NATIONAL COLLEGE ENTRANCE EXAM: IMPLICATION FOR'THE LIFECHANCES

OF DISADVANTAGED RURAL YOUTH,
MICHAEL A. COSTELLO and MARILOU PALABRICA~OSTELLO

Using data from a survey of 780 secondary school seniorsin the southern 'Philippines, the authan
construct and test a modeldescribing the influence of various background and school characteristics
upon National CollegeE'ntrance Exam (NCEE) scores. Of these characteristics, the most important
predictive/actors are parental level of living, father's. education, residence, and school type. Multiple
classification analysis further shows the cumulative impact 'of these factors upon NCEE scores, with
students from more advantageous backgrounds scoring up to 70 percentile pointshtKher on the
average than those [rom less advantageous circumstances. These findings imply that the NCEE
probably servesto restrict the mobility chancesofdisadvantagedruralyouth.

POWER DYNAMICS OF RURAL FAMILIES:
THE CASE OF A SAMAR BARRIO

MINA Eo CONTADO

The study investigates the power structure of rural families by looking at patterns of
decision-making, authority, inf/uen~e, and task role allocation. One hundred thirty-two respondents
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from 114 families in a barrio of Eastern Samar comprise the study's sample. The results SMW a
relationship betweenfamily life cycleand family powerstructure, wtlh the wifeappearing to Increose
herdominance with the coming of children into the family. It is concluded that the powerstructure of
Filipino rural families seem to be matriarchal, but one wl1ich tends toward a more egalitarliln
structure.

THE SOCIOECONOMIC ASPECTS OF DEVELOPMENTAL INFRASTRUCTURE:
TWO ASPECTS FROM A PROJECT IN THESOUTHERN PHILIPPINES

FRANCIS C. MADIGAN, ar,
The paperanswers the question: What are the effects of rural cooperative electrification service

upon a rural community' The paperaddresses the effects of rural electrification in isolation [rom
other elements of a developmental package. The paper find« a positive association between
electrification and median income, and between electrification and non-farm employment. Thepaper
also finds positive results from the points of viewof cost/benefitand soclal soundness aspects Ofthe
MORESCO I project.
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FOCUS ONFILIPINO RURAL WOMEN
ROSALINDA V. PINEDA

The author shows how rural women are exploited by the pattern of export-onemod and
agro-Industrial development and the agrarian reform program occuring in the Philippine countryside.
The disadvantaged position of rural women is exacerbated by the inequitable distribution of weolth
and the continuing foreign economic domination. Thus, one should not merely see-to the economic
needsof these W()men but also train them to assume moreresponsible roles in the broader movement
for realnational development andsocial progress.

CHANGING RURAL INSTITUTIONS IN A RICE GROWING BARRIO
CAROLINA A. DEL ROSARIO

The' paperpresents a ,studyabout changes in seven rural institutionsin a barrio. People's reoctions
and responses to the changes werealso studied, as. well as their perceptions of tile causes of change.
Significant changes wereobserved. Population growth,government policies on rural development and
the oil crisis were regarded as the reasom fo, the transformation. Changes In four institutions:
bayanihan, credit, landlord-tenant relationship andfarmer-landless laborer relatiomhlp wereperceived
to be disadvantageous, while changes in the source of technology, barrio organization and
mechanization in the barrio were generally accepted,

PEASANT PARTICIPATION IN CONTEMPORARY PHILIPPINE SOCIETY
T1MOTEO G. BUTALlD, s.r,

The paper critiques the growth ofan economywhich hasbeenaccompanied by in.:reasing poverty.
Theauthor offers the process of conscientization as an avenue for effectiveactionby the community
in the face of constraints to peasant participation in the formulation (andrevision) of soclal political
structures.
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IRRIGATION ORGANIZATION AND SOCIAL PARTICIPATION:
THENIAEXPERIENCE.

CARLOS D. ISLES

The paper discusses' the experience of the Natio1//l1 Irrigatio~ Administrtztio" (NM,J with the
participatory approach to irrigation development. ~e paper elaborate« on how participation is
operattonalaed in the context of irrigation as well as obstacles to this participation. The main,

, obstacle to the participatory approaclt'if the i1//lliUity ofgovernment machineries to f1UIlce a rridtall
shift in their procedures in order to make participation a living;'ellUty.

KAINGINEROS AS FOCUS OF DEVELOPMENT
ANACLETO C. DULDULAO

The paper focuses attention on the different types of kaingineros and the strategies which may
be adopted in order to involve them in a more positive role in 1//ltional development. Agroforeatry
is seen as the most viable mains Of promoting the welfare of kaingineros, and at the mme time
getting them as partners in 1//ltural resources development.

THESITUATION OF RURAL WORKERS IN THE PHILIPPINES
RAFAEL S. ESPIRITU

The paper discusses the conditions in rural areas and points to rural poverty as the most
fundamental problem of the TllJtioTIIJI economy. The autkor argues that rural poverty results from
the unequal distribution of rural income and the low level of rural income arising[rom a very high
incidence of underdevelopment and low wages. The paper describes'the different types of rural
workers and assesses government programsendpolicies towards this group.

PHILIPPINE LAND REFORM POLICY AND .IMPLEMENlATION
BLONDIE R. PO

The paper traces the history'of land reform a,!d the effects on the pellmntry during, the
Amen'can colonial period, the post colonial period ariJ more recently, the land reform program of
the 70s. The author states that in scope and implementation, the land reform program has been
compromised. The Philippines continues -to be primarily a foreign-dominated agricultural export
economy spelling the failure of genuine massive industrialiZation while spurring further land
alienation and land concentration. As a result there is an accelerated dispossession from land and
improvisation for the rural population. What is needed, the author states is for peasam» to assume
control of their productive assets and resources.
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CAPITALIST PENETRATION INTO AGRICULTURE:
SOME ISSUES ON LAND CONCENTRATION AND CLASS DIFFERENTIATION

TEMARIO C. RIVERA

The paper highlights some of the forms that capitalism has assumed in its penetration of
agriculture and the forms of subordination of the labor process, specifically of the small
landholders in export plantations such as the banana industry. The paper shows how multinational
agribusiness, by means of the concentration and centralization of large, contiguous rands for
large-scale agriculture or means of contractor relationships with small growers, have penetrated the
countryside. With the contract relationship, the small growers ceases to be an independent
commodity producer but instead entrapped in a vortex of indebtedness to the company, issevered
from the ownership of the means of production.

PEASANT INDEBTEDNESS AND THE PERSISTENCE
OF TRADITIONAL CREDIT INSTITUTIONS

DAPHNE D. ROXAS

An indepth study was conducted in Donsol, Sorsogon to look into the problem of peasant
indebtedness and the prevalence of usurious credit practices in the countryside. The study includes
findings from interviews of household heads, bank personnel and moneylenders and a survey of
government documents and records. The study observes that the worsening poverty in rural areas
and the persistence of exploitative and semi-feudal economic institutions are partly a result of the
reliance of farmers on traditional sources of credit - landlords, compradors, and other privttte
moneylenders•

ANG SENSURO SA BINUKLUTAN AT ANC KATAYUAN
NG MALILIIT NA MANGINGISDA

LAURA L. SAMSON

The paper presents an enthnographic study of a particular fishing operation in Botoloan,
Zambales. The paper explores the factors of production, economic as well as human, which come
together among small fishing households in the village. The study elaborates the origins of the
fishing operation, arrangements among the laborers, how earnings are calculated, the management
of the operation, and the fishing method itself.


